
ORIENTATION ON CAREER GUIDANCE AND STOCK MARKET 

The College organized a mass programme on career counseling and stock market fundamentals 

on May 27, 2022 for all the final year students. The programme began with a welcome address 

from Mr. Hemanth, who was in charge of organizing it under the guidance of our Principal, Ms. 

Victoria, Senior Director at STOCK BYTE, was honored to be the guest of honour at this 

occasion She also inspired the students to never stop pursuing their interests. The resource 

person elaborated on the many prospects that are accessible in the realm of stock markets. The 

College was also signed an Mou with STOCK BYTE. 

 



International Skill Development Programme at St. Aloysius Degree College

St. Aloysius Degree College, a beacon of higher education, has embarked on an exciting journey

through its International Skill Development Programme. This collaborative initiative aims to

empower students with practical skills, global exposure, and industry-relevant knowledge. Let’s delve

into the activities that define this transformative program.

1. Vocational Skill Courses

The cornerstone of the program lies in its vocational skill courses. These courses transcend

traditional classroom learning, immersing students in hands-on experiences. From digital marketing

to culinary arts, the college partners with industry experts to offer specialized training. Students

learn not only theory but also the art of application, preparing them for diverse career paths.

2. Research and Internship Opportunities

The MoU facilitates research collaboration and internships. Imagine a computer science student

working alongside seasoned developers on an innovative app or an environmental science enthusiast

conducting field studies with ecologists. These opportunities bridge academia and real-world

challenges, fostering critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

3. Academia-Industry Interaction

St. Aloysius Degree College recognizes that learning extends beyond textbooks. Through partnerships

with industry giants, students gain insights into market trends, technological advancements, and

organizational dynamics. Guest lectures, workshops, and industry visits expose them to practical

scenarios. Whether it’s a budding engineer discussing sustainable construction techniques with

architects or a management student understanding supply chain intricacies, these interactions enrich

their learning journey.

4. Health and Wellness Initiatives

Health is wealth, and the program acknowledges this truth. Collaborations with hospitals and

wellness centers provide students with firsthand knowledge. They witness medical procedures,

understand patient care, and explore preventive health measures. Perhaps a nursing student learns

about compassionate bedside manner, or a nutrition enthusiast discovers the impact of dietary

choices. These experiences shape well-rounded professionals who prioritize holistic well-being.



5. Career Guidance Programs

Navigating career choices can be daunting. The college’s career guidance sessions act as compasses,

helping students chart their paths. Industry experts share insights, discuss emerging job roles, and

provide clarity on skill requirements. Whether it’s resume building, interview etiquette, or

networking strategies, students receive personalized guidance. The goal? To empower them to make

informed decisions aligned with their passions and strengths.

6. Cultural Projects and Study Tours

The world is a canvas, and St. Aloysius Degree College encourages students to explore it. Cultural

projects celebrate diversity—be it a dance performance representing different cultures or an art

exhibition showcasing global themes. Study tours transcend geographical boundaries. Imagine

history students tracing ancient civilizations in Egypt or business students analyzing

market dynamics in Singapore. These experiences

broaden horizons, foster empathy, and ignite curiosity.

In conclusion, the International Skill Development Programme at St. Aloysius Degree College

transcends conventional education. It molds students into adaptable, skilled, and globally aware

individuals. As they step into the professional arena, they carry not just degrees but also the

confidence to thrive in a dynamic world.


